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My daughter says that when I'm dead she'll show her kids 

this picture and they'll know me. 
  

I'm encased in ivory faille, high necked, long sleeved, severe. 

It's a kind of armour to protect me from the fear of falling, failing,  

or of you failing to appear.  I thought it would be less than this. 

Dried flowers, witnesses pulled in from their everydays to ours, 

a registrar, looking at his watch. Unfortunately your mum wants 

more.  Late born, her twinned afterthought, she has standards 

for you, but my dad's dead and it's we who foot this bill.   

 

We're ruthless and we cull the relatives: cheerfully eliminating 

aunties, cousins, children under three, which went down 

well. I hire the dress; that's cheap. I dress my bridesmaids up 

in nighties.(Long, quite pretty, sprigged with flowers on navy blue 

and I don't think that they knew). Practical, you always are, you  

wear an ordinary suit. For everyday. The gale has flung my veil 

across my face, daffodils are lurching, the dress and I are hurtling 

 

to the porch. The choir is singing just for us. Later I learn your mum 

has spent the journey down spotting crematoria and graveyards. 

Over chicken, your dad gives me the gift of how much 

he had disliked me when we met, but now I am OK. I'm not that 

grateful. In this photograph I'm back in normal clothes again. 

I'm looking at you with a minxy grin. We’re off to Paris. Hah! Later 

I photoshop my auntie out and my son says that it is rather Stalinist. 
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Mirador de Mal Pas 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

We’ve left the villa far behind, where the cattle egrets ride 

the backs of quiet horses, and the baked land climbs  

grey mountains across the olive groves. The land sizzles, 

the sky enamel blue, everything wilts under the ferocity of  

that sun. I am dazzled by the heat, it sucks the air away. 
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And ‘You have to see the Cap de Formentor; the northernmost 

point, it can’t be missed.’ And in truth we’re tiring of the crowds 

along the beach, the hectic port; above the town the headland 

plummets three hundred metres to the sea past the deformed 

rocks of the Serra de Tramuntana. The road zigzags 

above the port, turning it slowly into nothing but a toy falling 

further and further below the mountain side. I pitch with 

the car as it follows hairpin bends, the route is busy with 

the trippers driving up and down. It’s another of those crazy 

roads with drops and fragmented edges you’ve always liked to find. 

At the mirador it’s not a just a view but a path hugging the edges  

of the cliff and I hug the path, the familiar sinking 

feeling where the sea seems to draw you down. Children run  

up and down the steps, their flip flops slapping as they go. 

I’m inching along; occasionally I hold the parapet in an iron grip 

and peer down where the boats make trails on the water a bit 

like aircraft do on sky.   
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Eavesdropping at the Almeida for Tina 
 

I've started raiding people's lives for inspiration; 

it's a shameless way of building up a poem. 

You like the way I write my overheards but wish 

they could be lighter. The hospital would be dark, 

 

of course, but even in the library the talk was of 

a funeral after which 'she can move on', which 

I doubt. Now I'm eavesdropping at the Almeida, 

hoping for some light-hearted piece of chatter,  

 

polished to an anecdote.  It's my daughter's birthday. 

We've come to see James's Turn of the Screw 

and have already upset someone at the bar by  

queue jumping by mistake. 'Perhaps next time  

 

you'll serve your customers in order.' We run away  

with wine in plastic cups and prop them on the balcony. 

It takes an age for us to see the steward in the stalls 

is telling us to move them in case they fall and we feel 

 

a bit embarrassed. While we wait for the first act  

Im talks about her year in France. I used to go to stay 

and she'd come to Lille to see me off. "Did I ever tell you 

how a guy came up to me after you left? He asked me  

 

to go back to his to make a sex film with him? I said 

in French I don't understand because I can't speak French,  

and 'Mais....' he said. 'But.... '" We laugh a lot at this 

and I think I'll write this down for Tina as it's still a kind of 

 

exploitation, no? The play's had bad reviews, all the  

nuances are gone. But it doesn't matter; obediently I jump 

on cue at every scare. Though I do suspect  

the audience should not be laughing quite as much as this. 
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Emigration 
 

That was a dandelion year, their faces turning with the light, 

illuminating every roadside verge with their yellow countenances 

on midsummer’s day as we drove you away from us.  

 

From Thursday’s visa to Sunday’s plane you were unloosening your grip, 

at such a speed, I never quite caught up with you. But your face was filled 

with happiness, like the flowers’. How strange to see you loping to the gate 

without a backward glance into a future in a new world we’d never seen. 

 

Dent de lion. Those flowers have teeth; they bite me now whenever  

I think of that hectic flight. I love your happiness, I love your wife, 

but I still recall the years you flourished here with us. 

And there’s still that morsel of me left that was sad to see you go. 

 

We’ve visited. It’s alien to us. The flowers are different there,  

the squirrels big and black; chipmunks don’t come in cages, 

we can taste the dead skunk’s odour as the wheels roll over it. 

Chickadees and hairy woodpeckers populate the trees that we don’t have. 

 

Everything was like a dream I half remembered from all the films, 

where I didn’t see those wooden houses. She always talked to us,  

of our buildings made of brick and stone, the narrow roads which hug the  

old boundaries, meandering through years of ownership. It came to life. 

 

Hers is such a big country with so much space for you to stretch and grow.  

Wildernesses press up against the highways, so many roads to cross 

and cross again a continent. This is not a small world. 
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Oubliette 
 

 

I shall never know what brought me here. 

A careless word? Some act? Then a hand 

across my mouth as quiet as velvet 

cloaked me from the light. 

Now I am quite forgotten, 

swaddled and suspended, mute. 

Sun stripes across the room from day 

to night then back to day again. 

Flies drive themselves to death against the panes. 

 

My gaolers never come. My notes are lost, 

filed by some technician since dismissed. 

Who will ever call me? Make it soon. 

I yearn to feel the kiss of true attention, 

even as it cleaves my dumb head from my neck. 
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South Stacks 
 

 

Four hundred steps from South Stacks cliffs to the lighthouse 

at Ynys Lawd. The folded stones of greywackes arrange themselves 

in metres of geology: hard dark sandstone studded with quartz 

and feldspar and lithic fragments in a clay-line matrix. I see them 

as I flap past in the gale. I'm at the very edge of Wales at Holyhead. 

A specific Holy Island, adorned with thrift, sea campion  

and the rare and spotted rock rose. Choughs wheel and puffins 

excavate their burrows on a strip of grass above a precipice. 

 

Iron Age remains, round houses, seeds of wheat and oats and barley, 

livestock and the shells of limpets, periwinkles: people clung on here 

for a thousand years. Our little lives, like theirs, are done at most 

in a hundred years of history. On a clear day you can see the  

Wicklow Mountains; from Dublin this is would be the first sight of land.  

Yesterday we left you and your cancer behind us. And honestly, 

we were glad to go. We hadn't met for twenty years: we exchanged cards 

at Christmas. Thought of each other rarely until that message came. 

 

You and I go back to gauche freshers in a hall of residence that overlooked 

a lake, homesick for lovers left behind. I'd have known you by your voice; 

would you know us? The suave and dark haired partner of my youth 

has changed and so have I. Your husband is long gone. You go to Venice; 

play an Italian mama to your sons, while we are time-worn, faithful 

to each other. We ate together in a country pub; you stirred your food 

around. After we leave we have our doubts. It has a bad prognosis 

and you don't seem well. We hope that you will be a lucky one. 
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Angel Inwards 

 

Last night we celebrated 'New Year with Seven Courses'.  

It started with Buck's Fizz in the Byron Bar  

and its 'enchanting eighteenth century rococo plaster work'. 

We have some tipsy photographs of us in hats;  

you black tie. Lots of empty bottles and me  

dressed in high-necked gothic with a black ear cuff, gold 

nail varnish. We are very happy. Today, though, we're  

cold and wet and look like traffic cones in plastic ponchos  

from the shop. The rain's relentless. It's Fountains Abbey.  

We're paddling through mud to see the perched green man  

we've read about; a figure on a window, looking out towards 

the river Skell. Inside the Chapel of the Nine Altars 

it has an incongruous angel at its back. What can it mean? 

We walk on to another eighteenth century construct;  

the Studley Royal Water Garden. Amongst the follies 

you photograph in a panoramic shot is me, a red triangle.  

You decide to keep me in. This is a New Year starting. 

Tonight we have a murder mystery and in the morning see  

the Hockney stuff at Salts Mill; soon we're going to see his 

'Bigger Picture'. We find it full of colour, full of joy. 
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Green men 
 

Who are the green men, grinning from church walls,  

sprouting leaves and paganism? They hide 

in church porches, walls and misericords, peer out 

by window frames; catch our eyes with a glint 

of old malice, carved from stone and wood and  

craftsmanship.  

 

Perhaps they are a whispering of an older religion,  

where wells were dressed, and broken swords made 

moments of crazed reflection in the bright water. 

Then were swallowed.  Holly berries and mistletoe, 

incongruous, suggestive, still wink at us from  

Christmas cards. 

 

And always there are visions of the green youth dying 

in the corn, and of the resurrected god.  There when   

Helston has its furry dance and Mari Lwyd, the  

skull faced hobby horse, capers on that bridge, 

and surely when the deermen put on their antlers,  

line up in rows, and dance. 
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Voices From Beyond 
 

 

 

All that week you’d been listening for voices from beyond 

scared that the crying of the dead would leak through chinks 

where time had lost its grip. You were looking for a bloody wound 

to wash your fingers in. But your doubts were safe as houses. 

 

Then the clouded mannequins of your salty, wrung-out years rushed 

forward to parade bound heads and shawls, with the suspicion of a pattern 

scattered on those silks. If you had looked at all, pumpkin-head, you  

would have seen them running by your own dull sputter. 

 

And have learned that the wolves at your heels were nothing but those 

cringing dogs whose ears flatten as you pass the beating of their tails.  

And the vampire of yourself? It was of course so busy feeding that,  

once again, you missed the thread that leads you to the light. 
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The Scarecrow Christ 
 

The fields are flat and brown, it's hard to think 

they'll ever stand high with corn, flare with rape 

again this summer. For now the scarecrows lurch 

at crazy angles. They trail old coats and rags. 

Polythene bags flap around the suggestions of 

their shoulders. And yet the wind lifts 

their shoddy clothes and they are touched with 

magic; they always seem about to fly. 

 

It's Sunday and I've taken you to Chapel. 

Everything is grey and earnest. There's no 

incense here, though  a sense of well-meaning  

sifts gently through the air. I don't think I belong. 

It's Lent and the sermon is all about temptation. 

I feel I would not pass those tests. Now I see 

distraction in the corner of my eyes; a painting. 

When I can, I take a picture on my phone. 

 

It shows me strips of cloth, snarled around  

an empty cross, a tenuous fabric 

lifting in air currents, tangled with light. 

Something. Nothing. Faith, elusive as a sigh. 

A scarecrow pinned to a stick.  

Leaning forwards, with the wind stirring its tatters. 

And always on the point of alteration, 

by some sudden unexpected angle of the sun.  
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Blanes 

 

Our hotel was always fugitive; we missed 

the exit from the autoroute each time until 

we found there was a slip road on but not 

a slip road off at  Mollet del Vallès 

 

Every day was a blind furnace; the sun 

sizzled along the tarmac with a graceless light. 

The Pinya de Rosa cactus garden was studded 

with the unkind spheres of  ‘stepmother's cushions’, 

 

‘mother in law's pillow’, ‘Golden Barrel’. In Latin   

Echinocactus grusonii,  We say - say what you see, 

phonetics.  Fat as porcupines they bristle with stiletto 

spines. Don't fall. One pool of shadow to the next. 

 

And this is a definitive collection. Leather rosettes. 

Sky blue as death. The world spins on a staggered 

hillside starred with agaves.  I close my eyes 

and, smiling, think of grey skies, drizzle. 

 

We run together down the valley's throat. 

Statues preen in green water; black trees 

at their backs. Now our faces glow with sweat. 

Red. Hot. Someone turns a tap. 

 

A thousand shards of glass leap from 

fountains; we have been given  permission  

to be cool. Tomorrow we will fly over parched 

countries to the chill of home.  
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            Psychosis 
 

 

 

She is sewing cats on cushions. 

Their flower faces stare into the sun 

but she is in her own light. 

Stab stitch. Red beads on her fingers 

staining her meticulous handiwork. 

In the tangled garden, her baby 

drowses in his pram. Last week she searched 

so hard, but the armfuls of flowers she dragged 

from their beds are withering in vases. 

 

This, she says, is the house 

where walls have ears. At night 

she sees death masks, lifting themselves, 

discreetly, from the plaster. 

They fix their eyeless sockets 

on her sleeping children, mirrored 

in the dark gloss of the cupboard door. 

 

And each night she ascends the backstairs. 

Her long skirts sweep the boards, 

her hand on the wall brushes, exactly, 

the stained palm prints of all those others. 

Like coffin boards, these narrow walls 

compress her body, pin her arms, 

though she always hopes to pass this way softly 

as the white dance of moths in car lights. 

 

Soon she must meet the man 

who holds her beating heart on a skewer 

and tell him… but always, at this point,  

she screws her eyes up at the sun, 

and in the red furnace behind her lids 

tries to remember what that hoarse goddess 

is telling her to do. 
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A cluster of things 

 

pretend to be art. 

 

 
 

Disparate items                      

                                                    

for all 

 

to see. 

 

The occasional fly gestures 

 

towards the salutary 

 

emptiness.   
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Lincoln County Hospital 
 

'Angiography or arteriography is a medical imaging technique used to 

visualize the inside, or lumen, of blood vessels ... with particular interest  in 

the arteries, veins and the heart chambers. This is traditionallydone by 

injecting a radio-opaque contrast agent into the blood vessel  

and imaging using X-ray based techniques such as fluoroscopy. The word 

itself comes from the Greek words angeion, "vessel", and graphein, "to 

write" or "record". The film or image of the blood vessels is called an 

angiograph, or more commonly, an angiogram'.* 

 

 

I'm in the reception area of the County Hospital 

and the case histories are penning me in. Intensive care, 

'He still can’t breathe; they've put him back on sedatives',  

'It's appendicitis, she's only just gone down,' 

 

"I’m phoning you to see if she can go in to Granddad  

or will she be too scared of what she sees, she's only small...'   

And the hyperactive toddler. 'You have to rest until  

tomorrow, when we see the new Doctor 

 

in  Birmingham,'  but he's buzzing like a wasp. Meanwhile 

I have left you in the blue care of the cardiac ward 

where they are threading a wire into your heart  

to see the secrets of its chambers. There is 

 

a whole language of angiograms and angioplasty, 

stents and bypasses; in the room we sat in there were 

books about bereavement which I hope you did not see.  

So again I wait and worry. This has been a stricken year. 

 

Trips to A and E for faints, a stroke and query heart attack. 

I say that I'm experienced now and have new  skills:  

forbearance, stoicism. But really I'm impatient. None of these  

Victorian virtues come easily to me. I've some disconnection,  
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heart to brain. I know what's happening but I cannot slow 

the blood in my own heart thundering with dread and harrowed 

at the thought of  the fine invasion. I'm on an iPad typing this and 

 every time someone touches on the corner of  

 

my eye I think it's you, though of course it can't be. Two hours  

have passed and my mobile rings; this time it is. Nothing  

has happened though now a cannula is protruding from your arm. 

Emergencies have pushed you off the list and you are still waiting,  

 

patient, a patient, patiently waiting. When they let me see you 

 you’re lying in a gown of helplessness; your skin is starred  

with electrodes but you look calm and well. 'Three arteries are 

narrowed, the doctor  asked me what I thought about a heart bypass',  

 

and I laugh at you. I think you are trying to make a joke and  

it takes a beat or two to see the truth. The man in the next bed 

has never stopped talking. Terrified in the waiting room  

before they carted both of you away, he was worse than us.  

 

His sons say, ‘We’ve taken his spade away’.  

He pulls a face. ‘We had to’. It seems he  dug  

a hole as deep as himself,  moved a ton of soil and  

planted 1500 silver birches while his heart ached. 

 

He is happier now, in recovery. Glad it's only one artery, 

Scared of the MRI to come. Now he tells us how he can drive 

at night but only badly. That he dreams of houses –  

always the same - like mine - like us all. 

 

(Though his are beautiful inside while mine are full, 

tellingly, of squirrelly holes and doors I'm scared to open).  

Because he won’t shut up we cannot talk to one another.  

Now he is asking the nurses to draw the curtains back so  

 

he can see us better; talks of how the dye scalded  his head, 

his trunk his groin, even - triumphantly he says – his bum. 

He seems impressed that I'm the driver, his wife has  

never learned, and his sons drive him too fast. Now 
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he is telling us how his wife woke him one night talking 

in a man’s voice just like a horror film. He thought it was 

the devil and told him to begone ‘and twelve weeks later 

she had Parkinson’s’. What did we think of that?  

 

We simply cannot follow this, but he makes us laugh then 

and now that we're back home. I've made the calls.  

Read out the bits on Wikipedia I can bear. 

You could have an extra fifteen years.  We must go 

 

on, do all we want to do, cram it in. But somehow  

we cannot take it seriously. All we see is his florid face. 

Nev says he was just like a parrot in a cage.  

Even the curtains dragged around while he peed in a bottle  

 

could not silence him. We watch Andy Murray chopping  

and grunting to victory in Melbourne and now and then 

we laugh and think of something else he said. Today is not 

that different from yesterday. We'll carry on. 

 

* http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angiography 
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The Fairy Doors of Ann Arbor,  MI* 
 

The tiny doors are just the height 

for the scurried pitter patter 

of people, mouse-size, 

disappearing into a mystery 

of blind interiors. Of course 

they are a kindly joke. 

 

Yet who can blame the children 

for their bright attentions. 

They still hold their glittering 

imaginings and can turn them 

to and fro, look in and through 

them to a place that cannot be. 

 

So they place their tributes on 

the steps, sweets, toys, 

incantations on paper folded 

to the size of secrets. 

Offerings to the world. 

Reality can wait a little longer. 

 

 

*The Fairy Doors of Ann Arbor, MI are a series of small doors that are a 

type of installation art found in Ann Arbor, 

MI. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fairy_Doors_of_Ann_Arbor,_MI 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Installation_art
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ann_Arbor,_MI
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ann_Arbor,_MI
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fairy_Doors_of_Ann_Arbor,_MI
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Dieffenbachia or Dumb Cane 
 

A bold foliage plant, though biting any part prevents speech –  

  

I ate something I shouldn’t and gagged 

on it.  Turned my language to a 

stutter and my tongue lay still. 

Then my head was bound and blind, 

bandaging some hurt so tightly  

that it died and tied me in. 

So the years have been my clinic. 

Somewhere to shut the world up 

in a hushed place, where  nurses’ feet 

shush on the vinyl. A womb, as quiet as 

velour, and me in its dark plush, 

paralysed. Until something pushed me 

out to this space where my sounds 

are new and awkward in my mouth. 

And yet my story’s begging to be told. 

My tongue – untied – begins to shape it 

syllable by syllable. How I’d have  

died, had words not called me back. 
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